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ANTIFA is FAKE

by Miles Mathis
The spooks have manufactured another term and group from thin air. Antifa is short for anti-fascists.
They are supposed to be a violent group that beats up fascists. Right. There is no such group, and any
events you can find online or in the media were created in sub-basement 7 at Langley and faked with
crisis actors.
To see how ridiculous this psy-op is, you can visit the Urban Dictionary, which comes up first on a
search on this term. Several definitions are given, but they all look like they were written by the same
committee during the same session. They all mention wine or champagne-sipping, white boys who live
with their parents, and mace. Which means the Urban Dictionary is just one more CIA front. Big
surprise, eh?
Do you really think ultra-liberal gangs of privileged white boys are roaming the streets after sipping
Chianti or Dom, beating people with batons, brass knuckles, and jackboots? C'mon! This is the
stupidest thing I have ever heard of, and that is saying a hell of a lot.
It is such an obvious blackwash of those like me, who are against fascism. But what decent person
wouldn't be against fascism?
Fascism is top-down control of normal people by
government/corporations, for the purpose of financial rapine. Is anyone for that, except rich scumbags
—and the people who write for them at Urban Dictionary?
Therefore, you may assume without further proof that anyone promoting this antifa psy-op (on either
side) is a scumbag, working for the rich scumbag fascists who run the world. Any person or website
pushing this garbage agenda should be put added to your “compromised” list, and visited only for a
laugh.
From now on you can refer to it as ANTIFA-KE.
Just to be clear, both sides of this story have been faked, to keep you away from real news and real
issues. They created Trump as a huge diversion, and then they created this fake antifa opposition.
They want you involved in all this ridiculous theater, because if you are talking or thinking about the
issues they have created for you, you aren't talking or thinking about real issues. What issues? See my

other papers. They are furiously trying to divert you from what is really going on in this world.

